
Planets D6 / RZ7-6113-23

Name: RZ7-6113-23

Region: Outer Rim Territories

Sector: Chopani sector

System: RZ7-6113-23 system

Grid coordinates: L-4

Class: Terrestrial

Atmosphere: Type I (breathable)

Primary terrain: Volcanic

Surface water: None

Points of interest: RZ7-6113-23 base

Description: RZ7-6113-23 was a rocky, volcanic class-6

planetoid that was devoid of life. It was located in the Chopani

sector of the Outer Rim Territories.

Located in a remote sector of the galaxy, RZ7-6113-23 was a

small class-6 planetoid. A largely barren and volcanic

planetoid that was devoid of life, RZ7-6113-23 was

nevertheless the site for a large military storehouse.

History

During the early days of the Galactic Empire, a storehouse

was secretly built on the planetoid. Various outdated hardware

officially known to be retired from the Imperial army, such as

the Acclamator-class assault ship and the AT-AP, were

rerouted from impoundment to the storehouse. By 13 ABY, the

warlord Ennix Devian had established his headquarters in the

storehouse, leading a splinter faction of the Galactic Empire known as the "Restored Empire", otherwise

known as the hard-liners. Having lost faith in the direction of the Imperial Remnant under Admiral Gilad

Pellaeon, Devian planned to use the storehouse's supplies to assemble an army large enough to launch

an attack on the Imperial capital Orinda, establishing a new order worthy of the late Emperor Palpatine's

vision. At one point, the New Republic Dauntless-class heavy cruiser Endor was destroyed by an

Imperial hard-liner projectile cannon fired from the surface of the planet.

As part of his plot, Devian had the former Imperial Royal Guard member Kir Kanos abducted and taken

to RZ7-6118-23 in an attempt to recruit him. However, Kanos's conflicting code of honor led him to reject

the offer, and escaped the planetoid in a stolen shuttle after a massive firefight in the Imperial

storehouse; however, this was part of Devian's plan. Soon after Kanos left, a New Republic warship

arrived in the system, investigating the disappearance of the Endor. Devian was forced to abandon his

base, commanding a diversionary attack on the ship while the rest of his forces retreated. The



storehouse was rigged to self destruct, and once a Republic ground force infiltrated it, the entire complex

exploded.

Places of Interest

RZ7-6113-23 base

RZ7-6113-23 base was a hidden Imperial base located on the planetoid RZ7-6113-23. It was later used

by the Restored Empire.

In 13 ABY, the New Republic Dauntless-class heavy cruiser Endor patrolled the area and intercepted two

TIE/sr starfighters. The Endor tried to follow the starfighters only to be led into a trap. A surface-to-space

cannon from the base opened fire and destroyed the New Republic ship.

Shortly after, another New Republic ship, a MC80 Liberty type Star Cruiser commanded by Lar Ndigo,

entered the system to investigate the disappearance of the Endor. The base's cannon opened fire and

almost destroyed the New Republic ship had Ndigo not ordered the shields be raised at the last minute.

The base sent out three Nimbus starfighters as it readied its cannon to fire once more. The New Republic

ship sent out it's A-wings in response and a short dogfight ensued. After the A-wings won the encounter,

the New Republic ship opened fire on the base and was able to destroy the cannon first before it could let

loose a second blast. 
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